Flexible job-shop scheduling problem (FJSP) is an NP-hard puzzle which inherits the job-shop scheduling problem (JSP) characteristics. This paper presents a bee evolutionary guiding nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II (BEG-NSGA-II) for multiobjective FJSP (MO-FJSP) with the objectives to minimize the maximal completion time, the workload of the most loaded machine, and the total workload of all machines. It adopts a two-stage optimization mechanism during the optimizing process. In the first stage, the NSGA-II algorithm with iteration times is first used to obtain the initial population , in which a bee evolutionary guiding scheme is presented to exploit the solution space extensively. In the second stage, the NSGA-II algorithm with GEN iteration times is used again to obtain the Pareto-optimal solutions. In order to enhance the searching ability and avoid the premature convergence, an updating mechanism is employed in this stage. More specifically, its population consists of three parts, and each of them changes with the iteration times. What is more, numerical simulations are carried out which are based on some published benchmark instances. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed BEG-NSGA-II algorithm is shown by comparing the experimental results and the results of some well-known algorithms already existed.
Introduction
As a part of production scheduling and combinatorial optimization problems, job-shop scheduling problem (JSP) attracts more and more researchers from all walks of life (e.g., mechanical engineering, mathematics, and computer software engineering) in the recent decades [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Flexible job-shop scheduling problem (FJSP) inherits the characteristics of the JSP, in which each operation is allowed to be processed by any machine in a given set rather than one specified machine, and it has been proved that the FJSP is strong NP-hard [6] . FJSP consists of two subproblems: one is the routing subproblem that each operation is assigned to one machine of a set of machines, and the other is the scheduling subproblem that a feasible schedule is obtained by sequencing the assigned operations on all machines. Therefore the FJSP is more difficult to be solved than the classical JSP because of its need to determine the assignment of operations in related machines [7] .
The FJSP is firstly addressed by Brucker and Schlie [8] . And they presented a polynomial algorithm with only two jobs and identical machines. Brandimarte [9] proposed a hybrid tabu search (TS) algorithm which was based on decomposition to solve the FJSP. Dauzère-Pérès and Paulli [10] provided a TS algorithm which was based on the integrated approach and developed a new neighbourhood function [11] for the FJSP in terms of solution quality and computation time. Gao et al. [12] proposed a hybrid genetic algorithm to solve the FJSP with nonfixed availability constraints. And in order to enhance the inheritability, this genetic algorithm uses an innovative representation method and applies genetic operations to phenotype space. Saidi-Mehrabad and Fattahi [13] developed a TS algorithm that took the operation sequences and sequence-dependent setups into consideration to solve the FJSP. A genetic algorithm (GA) combined with a variable neighbourhood search (VNS) was presented by Gao et al. [14] , and a GA with different strategies was proposed by Pezzella et al. [15] . Yazdani et al. [16] developed a parallel VNS 2 Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience algorithm based on the application of multiple independent searches which increased the exploration of search space. Xing et al. [17] put forth a knowledge-based ant colony optimization algorithm. Recently, a novel artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm [18] and a discrete harmony search (DHS) algorithm [19] were brought forward to solve the FJSP.
As is shown above, the single-objective optimization of FJSP (SO-FJSP) has been extensively studied, which generally minimizes the makespan that is the time required to complete all jobs. However, many industries (e.g., aircraft, semiconductors manufacturing, and electronics) have trade-offs in their scheduling problems in which multiple objectives need to be considered to optimize the overall performance of the system. Therefore, the MO-FJSP may be closer to the realistic production environments and needs to be further studied. In recent years, the MO-FJSP has captured more and more interests of numerous domain researchers, and a great many of algorithms have been presented [20] . Compared with SO-FJSP, MO-FJSP has two problems to be dealt with: incommensurability between objectives and contradiction between objectives (i.e., optimizing a single-objective generally results in deterioration of another objective) [13] .
For the MO-FJSP, Schaffer [21] provided a genetic algorithm with vector evaluated. Jurisch [22] presented a branchand-bound algorithm and some heuristic algorithms. By combining the VNS with particle swarm optimization (PSO), Liu et al. [23] presented a hybrid metaheuristic to solve the MO-FJSP. A new genetic algorithm (GA) which hybridized with a bottleneck shifting procedure was developed by Gao et al. [24] to solve the MO-FJSP. Zhang et al. [25] embedded tabu search (TS) in PSO as a local search to deal with the MO-FJSP. Xing et al. [26] advanced an efficient search method for the MO-FJSP. González-Rodríguez et al. [27] proposed a generic multiobjective model which was based on lexicographical minimization of expected values for FJSP. By introducing several metrics of the multiobjective evaluation in the MO-FJSP literature, Rahmati et al. [28] adopted two multiobjective evolutionary algorithms for the MO-FJSP.
Recently, some studies based on the Pareto dominance relation have been used to solve the MO-FJSP and they are more desirable when compared with the prior linear weighted summation ones [29] . The nondominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA) [30] was one of the first methods used to solve the multiobjective problem. Kacem et al. [31] brought up a Pareto approach based on the hybridization of fuzzy logic (FL) and evolutionary algorithms to solve the MO-FJSP. Ho and Tay [32] integrated a guiding local search procedure and an elitism memory mechanism into the evolutionary algorithm to solve the MO-FJSP.
Deb et al. [33] came up with a nondominated sortingbased multiobjective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA), called nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II). Wang et al. [34] proposed a multiobjective GA based on immune and entropy principle for the MO-FJSP. By employing simulated annealing (SA) algorithm as a local search process, Frutos et al. [35] introduced a memetic algorithm (MA) based on the NSGA-II. Wang et al. [36] presented an effective Paretobased estimation of distribution algorithm (P-EDA), in which various strategies are integrated to maintain quality and diversity of solutions. Rohaninejad et al. [37] advanced an MO-FJSP problem with machines capacity constraints to minimize the makespan and overtime costs of machines. Kaplanoglu [38] put forth an object-oriented (OO) approach combined with SA optimization algorithm to solve the MO-FJSP, in which a two-string encoding scheme was used to express this problem.
Our review of the above literatures reveals that the NSGA-II algorithm has been widely used to solve the MO-FJSP for its advantages such as high efficiency to optimize the complex problems and the ability to gain widespread Pareto-optimal solutions. And the algorithms with a two-stage optimization scheme have been also widely studied to solve the MO-FJSP for it could fully tap the optimization potentials of various metaheuristic algorithms. However, we found that the NSGA-II algorithm has the disadvantage of premature convergence to local solution and the algorithms with a twostage optimization scheme have the disadvantages of being unable to gain stable and high quality initial population in the first stage. Hence, in this paper, we propose a bee evolutionary guiding NSGA-II (BEG-NSGA-II) with a two-stage optimization scheme to solve the MO-FJSP, which aims to fully play the respective advantages of NSGA-II algorithm and the algorithms with a two-stage optimization scheme and to overcome the disadvantages of them. In the first stage, the NSGA-II algorithm with iteration times is first used to obtain the initial population which consists of three parts changing with the iteration times. In order to extensively exploit the solution space, an effective local search operator is invented in this stage. In the second stage, the NSGA-II algorithm with GEN iteration times is used to obtain the Paretooptimal solutions. In order to enhance the searching ability and avoid the premature convergence, an updating mechanism and some useful genetic operators were employed in this stage. Four famous benchmarks that include 53 open problems of FJSP are chosen to estimate the performance of the proposed algorithm. Moreover, by comparing the results of our algorithm and some existing well-known algorithms, the virtues of our algorithm can be clearly demonstrated.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The definition and formalization of the MO-FJSP are given in the next section. In Section 3, NSGA-II is briefly introduced, and then the overview and implementation details of the proposed BEG-NSGA-II are presented, respectively. Afterwards, Experimental Studies and Discussions are made in Section 4. Finally, Conclusions and Future Studies are described in Section 5.
Problem Definition
The FJSP is commonly defined as follows. There is a set of jobs ( , ∈ {1, 2, . . . , }) and a set of machines ( , ∈ {1, 2, . . . , }). One or more operation(s) ( , ∈ {1, 2, . . . , }, is the total number of operations for job ) is/are allowed to be processed by one machine of , which consists of a set of machines of the th operations for job .
denotes the processing time of the th operation for job , which is processed by machine . Generally, the FJSP consists of two subproblems: the routing subproblem of assigning each operation to a machine among a set of machines available and the scheduling subproblem of sequencing the assigned operations on all machines to obtain a feasible schedule for optimizing a certain objective function [39, 40] .
One classical 4 × 5 FJSP is shown in Table 1 . In this paper, we aim to minimize the following three objectives: (i) Maximal completion time of machines (makespan).
(ii) Workload of the most loaded machine (MW).
(iii) Total workload of all machines (TW).
Some assumptions are put forward:
(i) Each operation cannot be interrupted during processing.
(ii) Each machine can process at most one operation at any time.
(iii) One operation cannot be processed by more than one machine simultaneously.
(iv) Moving time between operations and setting up time of machines are negligible.
(v) Machines are independent of each other.
(vi) Jobs are independent of each other.
The notations used in the definition of multiobjective FJSP in this paper are shown in Notations [25] .
The mathematical model could be given as follows [25] : Objective functions:
Subject to:
Equation (1) indicates the three optimizing objectives. Inequality (2) ensures the operation precedence constraint. Inequality (3) ensures that each machine processes only one operation at each time. Equation (4) states that one machine can be selected from the set of available machines for each operation [25] . According to whether machine is selected to process step or not, equation (5) is used to determine the value of . In this paper, a bee evolutionary guiding nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II (BEG-NSGA-II) with a two-stage optimization scheme is proposed for the FJSP, in which a bee evolutionary guiding scheme is presented that focus on the exploitation of solution space, and some mechanisms are used to enhance the searching ability and avoid the premature convergence. Its framework is shown in Figure 1 . More details of steps are described as follows.
The Proposed Algorithm

The First Stage
Step 1. Generate individuals as the initial population randomly, and set = 1.
Step 2. Calculate the fitness value of individuals based on objective 1, objective 2, and objective 3; then select the best fitness individuals as the queen 1, queen 2, and queen 3 correspondingly; if > 1, compare the fitness value of the parent queens and offspring queens, and select the best ones as the new queens correspondingly.
Step 3. Use roulette wheel method to select individuals according to the fitness value of objective 1, objective 2, and objective 3.
Step 4. Randomly generate individuals, and combine these individuals with the individuals generated from Step 3, respectively.
Step 5. The new queens selected from Step 2 take crossover and mutation with other corresponding individuals generated from Step 4 to produce the offspring population 1, offspring population 2, and offspring population 3, respectively.
Step 6. Combine the three offspring populations into a combining population.
Step 7. Fast nondominated sorting and congestion computing.
Step 8. Select the top individuals as the offspring population.
Step 9. Set = + 1; if > , continue next step; otherwise return Step 2, and the population is replaced by the selected individuals.
The Second Stage
Step 10. Select top individuals (from the top individuals) as the elite individuals.
Step 11. Use a binary tournament selection method to select cross individuals from offspring population (i.e., the selected individuals); if ( , ) > , use a precedence operation crossover; otherwise, use job-based crossover.
Step 12. If <= 0.1 and if offspring rank = 1, then choose swapping mutation; else, choose two binding mutation or reverse mutation; else, the population does not take mutation.
Step 13. Randomly generate new individuals.
Step 14. Combine the three-part individuals which get from Steps 10, 12, and 13.
Step 15. Use Step 7 to deal with the combining population to generate offspring population.
Step 16. If > , output the result; otherwise, = + 1, and return Step 10.
The parameters used in this algorithm are defined as follows:
At the first stage, = , = * 2 ,
At the second stage,
( , ) ≤ , Precedence operation crossover
In (6)- (9), where is the number of individuals in the initial population, is the current iteration, is the iteration times in the first stage, and GEN is the iteration times in the second stage. Equation (9) ensures that there are enough numbers of individuals to be selected in the following offspring, and we set the value of as 0.3 × . Equation (10) Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience is a difference degree function which is used to compute the similarity between chromosome and chromosome (the two chromosomes that will be crossed), where is the length of a chromosome and denotes the th gene in chromosome .
In (11), is a parameter set as 0.7. The chromosomes tend to select the multipoint preservative crossover with the decrease of .
Chromosome Encoding and Decoding.
In this paper, we use the encoding method presented by Gao et al. [12] . The FJSP problem includes two subproblems: one is operation sequence part and the other is machine assignment part.
Chromosome that corresponds to the solution of the FJSP also consists of two parts. The first one is the operation sequence vector and the second one is the machine assignment vector. Two different encoding methods are used to generate the two vectors. In terms of the operation sequence vector, the operationbased representation method is used, which is composed of the jobs' numbers. This representation uses an array of uninterrupted integers from 1 to , where is the total number of jobs, and each integer appears Oni times, where Oni is the total number of operations of job ; therefore, the length of the initial operation sequence population is equal to ∑ =1
. By scanning the operation sequence from left to right, the th occurrence of a job number expresses the th operation of this job. The operation sequence vector of every initial individual of population is generated with the randomly encoding principle. By using these representation features, any permutation of the operation sequence vector can be decoded to a feasible solution.
The machine assignment vector indicates the selected machines that are assigned to the corresponding operations for all jobs. It contains parts, and the length of th part is Oni, hence the length of this vector also equals ∑ =1
. The th part of this vector expresses the machine assignment set of th job. Supposing a machine set ℎ = { ℎ1 , ℎ2 , . . . , ℎ ℎ } can be selected to process the ℎth operation of job , a gen set { 1 , 2 , . . . , ℎ , . . . , } denotes the th part of machine assignment vector, and ℎ is an integer between 1 and ℎ , and this means that the ℎth operation of job is processed by the ℎ th machine ℎ ℎ from ℎ . The machine assignment vector of every initial individual of population is generated by selecting the available machine randomly for each operation of every job. An example is shown in Figure 2 (a), and the operation and machine sequence are shown in it as follows:
, and ( 23 , 5 ); then we can get the value of objectives of the work by referring to Table 1 .
When the chromosome representation is decoded, each operation starts as soon as possible following the precedence and machine constraints [31] . A schedule generated by using this decoding method can be ensured to be active schedule [40] . The procedure of decoding is implemented as follows.
Step 1. Identify the machine of all operations based on the machine assignment vector.
Step 2. Identify the set of machines used to process every job.
Step 3. Identify the set of operations for every machine.
Step 4. Determine the allowable starting time of every operation.
= ( −1) , where denotes the allowable starting time of operation , and ( −1) is the completion time of operation ( −1) for the same job.
Step 5. Calculate the idle time of the machine of operation , and get the idle areas [t start, t end], where t start is the start time of these idle areas and t end is the end time of these idle areas. Scanning these areas from left to right, if max ( , start) + ≤ end, the earliest starting time is = start; else = max( , ( −1) ).
Step 6. Calculate the completion time of every operation. = + .
Step 7. Generate the sets of starting time and completion time for every operation of every job.
By using the above procedure, a feasible schedule for the FJSP is obtained. Figure 2 shows the examples of encoding Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience 7 and decoding methods, and the processing time and machine date of jobs can be seen from Table 1 . This example contains 4 jobs and 5 machines. Job 1 and job 2 both have 3 operations; job 3 and job 4 contains 4 and 2 operations, respectively. Figure 2 (a) shows a chromosome which contains two parts: the operation sequence vector and the machine assignment vector. The operation sequence vector is an unpartitioned permutation with repetitions of job numbers. It contains three 1s, three 2s, four 3s, and two 4s, because there are 4 jobs: job 1 contains 3 operations, job 2 contains 3 operations, job Figure 2 (a) is shown in Figure 2 (b).
Crossover Operators.
In this paper, the proposed algorithm contains two optimization stages. In order to expand the searching space and avoid premature of local optimal solutions, we use different crossover operators in these two stages.
At the first stage, a single-point crossover (SPX) or multipoint crossover (MPX) operator is selected randomly (50%) for the operation sequence vector, and a two-point crossover (TPX) operator is selected for the machine assignment vector.
The procedure of SPX is described as follows ( 1 and 2 are used to denote two parents; 1 and 2 are used to denote two offspring).
Step 1. A random parameter that meets the inequality 0 < < (the length of operation sequence vector) is generated to determine the position of the crossover.
Step 2. The elements from 1 to in 1 are duplicated to 1 in the same positions; and the elements from 1 to in 2 are duplicated to 2 in the same positions.
Step 3. Calculate the total number of each element (in this example, the total number of 1, 2, 3, and 4 is three, three, four, and two, resp.).
Step 4. The elements in 2 are appended to the remaining empty positions in 1 from left to right until the total number of each element in 1 equals each one in 1 . The elements in 1 are appended to the remaining empty positions in 2 from left to right until the total number of each element in 2 equals each one in 2 .
The procedure of MPX is described as follows ( 1 and 2 are used to denote two parents; 1 and 2 are used to denote two offspring).
Step 1. Two random parameters 1 and 2 that meet the inequality 0 < 1 < 2 < as well as 1 ̸ = 2 are generated to determine the positions of crossover. 
Figure 4: MPX crossover.
Step 2. The elements from 1 to 2 in 1 are appended to the leftmost positions of 1 ; and the elements from 1 to 2 in 2 are appended to the leftmost positions of 2 .
The examples of SPX and MPX are, respectively, shown in Figures 3 and 4 .
For the machine assignment vector, a two-point crossover (TPX) has been adopted here as the crossover operator. The procedure of it is described as follows ( 1 and 2 are used to denote two parents; 1 and 2 are used to denote two offspring).
Step 1. Two random parameters 1 and 2 that meet the inequality 0 < 1 < 2 < as well as 1 ̸ = 2 are generated to determine the positions of crossover.
Step 2. Append the elements between 1 and 2 positions in 2 to the same positions in 1 , append the elements before 1 Based on the above procedure, we can obtain feasible offspring if the parents are feasible. An example of TPX crossover is shown in Figure 5 .
At the second stage, a precedence operation crossover (POX) or job-based crossover (JBX), which is determined by equation (11), is selected for operation sequence vector and the TPX is also selected for machine assignment vector.
The main procedure of POX is described as follows ( 1 and 2 are used to denote two parents; 1 and 2 are used to denote two offspring).
Step 1. The Job set is randomly divided into two subsets: Jobset1 and Jobset2.
Step 2. The element(s) which belong(s) to Jobset1 in 1 is (are) appended to the same position(s) in 1 and deleted in 1 ; and the element(s) which belong(s) to Jobset2 in 2 is (are) appended to the same positions in 2 and deleted in 2 .
Step 3. Append the elements remaining in 1 to the remaining empty positions in 2 from left to right; and append the elements remaining in 2 to the remaining empty positions in 1 from left to right.
The main procedure of JBX is described as follows ( 1 and 2 are used to denote two parents; 1 and 2 are used to denote two offspring).
Step 2. The element(s) which belong(s) to Jobset1 in 1 is (are) appended to the same position(s) in 1 ; and the element(s) which belong(s) to Jobset2 in 2 is (are) appended to the same positions in 2 .
Step 3. The element(s) which belong(s) to Jobset2 in 2 is (are) appended to the remained empty positions in 1 from left to right; and the element(s) which belong(s) to Jobset1 in 1 is (are) appended to the remained empty positions in 2 from left to right. The examples of POX and JBX are, respectively, shown in Figures 6 and 7. 
Mutation Operators.
In this paper, we have adopted different mutation operators at two stages for purpose of expanding the solution space as well as maintaining the good solutions.
At the first stage, a swapping mutation or reverse mutation operator is selected randomly (50%) with probability (set as 0.1 in our algorithm) for operation sequence vector. And a multipoint mutation (MPM) operator is selected for machine assignment vector.
The main procedure of swapping mutation operator is described as follows ( 1 and 1 are used to denote a parent and offspring, resp.).
Step 1. Randomly select two positions in 1 .
Step 2. Swap the elements in the selected positions to generate
The main procedure of reverse mutation operator is described as follows ( 1 and 1 are used to denote a parent and offspring, resp.).
Step 2. Reverse the numbers between the selected two positions to generate 1 . Figure 9 : Reverse mutation operator.
The main procedure of MPM operator is described as follows ( 1 and 1 are used to denote a parent and offspring, resp.).
Step 1. Randomly select positions in 1 ( equals the half of the length of the machine assignment vector).
Step 2. Change the value of these selected positions according to their optional machine sets selected for process the corresponding operations.
At the second stage, if the individual is at the forefront of Pareto, it will select the swapping mutation; otherwise choose the two binding mutation (TBM) or reverse mutation for operation sequence vector. The MPM operator is also selected for the machine assignment vector.
The main procedure of TBM is described as follows ( 1 and 1 are used to denote a parent and offspring, resp.).
Step 1. A random parameter ( < the length of the operation sequence vector subtract 3) is generated in 1 .
Step 2. Exchange the elements with + 3 and + 1 with + 2 in 1 to generate 1 .
The examples of swapping mutation operator, reverse mutation operator, TBM operator, and MPM operator are, respectively, shown in Figures 8, 9 , 10, and 11.
Experimental Studies and Discussions
The proposed BEG-NSGA-II algorithm was coded in MAT-LAB R2014a and implemented on a computer configured with Intel Core i3 CPU with 2.67 GHz frequency and 4 GB RAM. Four famous benchmarks that include 53 open problems of FJSP are chosen to estimate the proposed algorithm, which were also used by many researchers to evaluate their approaches. In order to illustrate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we compare our algorithm with other state-of-the-art reported ones. The computational time used to solve these benchmarks is also compared to show the good efficiency of the proposed method. Because the computation time and implementing performance are not only affected by the algorithm itself but also affected by the computer hardware, implementing software, and coding skills, we also append the information of hardware and software, as well as the original computational time with the corresponding algorithms. All experimental simulations were run 20 times, respectively, for each problem of these benchmarks. The adopted parameters of the BEG-NSGA-II are listed in Table 2 .
Experiment 1.
The data of Experiment 1 are taken from Kacem et al. [31] . It contains 4 representative instances (problem 4 × 5, problem 8 × 8, problem 10 × 10, and problem 15×10). The experimental results and comparisons with other well-known algorithms are shown in Table 3 ( × means that the problem includes jobs and machines; 1 , 2 , and 3 mean the optimization objectives of makespan, MW, and TW, resp. means the average computer-independent CPU times in minute spent on each problem of these benchmarks; the symbol "-" means the time has not been given in the paper). BEG-NSGA-II denotes the proposed algorithm. The results of AL which are taken from Kacem et al. [31] , PSO + SA which are taken from Xia and Wu [41] , hGA which are taken from Gao et al. [24] , MOGA which are taken from Wang et al. [34] , hPSO which are taken from Shao et al. [42] , and OO approaches which are taken from Kaplanoglu [38] are used to make comparison with the proposed algorithm. The bolded results are the new Pareto-optimal solutions found in our algorithms. For the problem 4 × 5, the proposed BEG-NSGA-II algorithm obtains not only all best solutions in these compared algorithms, but also another new Pareto-optimal solution ( 1 = 13, 2 = 7, and 3 = 33). The Gantt chart of this new Pareto solution is shown in Figure 12 . For the problems 8 × 8, 10×10, and 15×10, the proposed algorithm gets more Paretooptimal solutions than other listed algorithms but hPSO, and although it obtains the same results with hPSO, it seems to consume less computation time than the hPSO does.
Experiment 2. The data of Experiment 2 are taken from
Dauzère-Pérès and Paulli [10] . It contains 18 problems. The experimental results and comparisons with other well-known algorithms are shown in Table 4 ( × means that the problem includes jobs and machines, 1 , 2 , and 3 mean the optimization objectives of makespan, MW, and TW, resp. means the average computer-independent CPU times in minute spent on each problem of these benchmarks). BEG-NSGA-II denotes the proposed algorithm. The results of MOGA are adopted from Wang et al. [34] . The bolded results are the new Pareto-optimal solutions found in our algorithms. From Table 4 , except the problem 01a, we can see that our algorithm can obtain some new Pareto-optimal solutions which are better for objectives 2 or 3 , or both of them, but a little worse for the objective 1 . For the problem 01a, our algorithm gets the same solutions as MOGA. For all problems, our algorithm consumes less computational time than MOGA. Figure 13 illustrates the Gantt chart of the problem 18a ( 1 = 2,634, 2 = 2,156, and 3 = 21,005).
Experiment 3.
The data of Experiment 3 are taken from Brandimarte [9] . It contains 10 problems. The experimental results and comparisons with other well-known algorithms are shown in Table 5 ( × means that the problem includes jobs and machines, 1 , 2 , and 3 mean the optimization objectives of makespan, MW, and TW, resp. means the average computer-independent CPU times in minute spent on each problem of these benchmarks). BEG-NSGA-II denotes the proposed algorithm. The results of SM and MOGA are adopted from [26, 34] . The bolded results are the new Paretooptimal solutions found in our algorithms. From Table 5 , we can see that our algorithm can obtain some new Paretooptimal solutions in problems MK01, MK04, MK05, MK08, and MK10 compared with SM and MOGA and the same solutions in MK2, MK3, MK6, MK7, and MK9 as MOGA. For all problems, our algorithm consumes less computational time than MOGA. Figure 14 illustrates the Gantt chart of the problem MK08 ( 1 = 541, 2 = 533, and 3 = 2,516).
Experiment 4.
The data of Experiment 4 are taken from Barnes and Chambers [43] . It contains 21 problems. The experimental results and comparisons with other well-known algorithms are shown in Table 6 ( × means that the problem includes jobs and machines, 1 , 2 , and 3 mean the optimization objectives of makespan, MW, and TW, resp. means the average computer-independent CPU 204  144  871  204  144  871  204  135  882  204  135  882  204  133  884  204  133  884  213  199  850  213  199  850  214  210  849  214  210  849  221  199  847  221  199  847  222  199  848  222  199  848  231  188  848  231  188  848  230  177  848  230  177  848 16 Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience times in minute spent on each problem of these benchmarks). BEG-NSGA-II denotes the proposed algorithm. The results of HGTS and HA are adopted from [44, 45] , and there are no other multiobjective optimization algorithms to compare for these problems in the up to date literatures. The bolded results are the new multiobjective optimization solution found in our algorithms. From Table 6 , we can see that our algorithm can solve these problems with little worse objective 1 but simultaneously get the other two objectives 2 and 3 with less computation time. Figure 15 illustrates the Gantt chart of the problem seti5xyz ( 1 = 1270, 2 = 835, and 3 = 11,472).
Discussions.
From the simulation results of test examples 1-3, we can see that our proposed BEG-NSGA-II could obtain the same or more different Pareto-optimal solutions for the most benchmarks of MFJSP with less computation time. That means more schemes can be chosen by the production managers when they make scheduling decisions with high efficiency. From the simulation results of test example 4, we can see that our proposed algorithm of BEG-NSGA-II works better in multiobjective optimization as well as singleobjective optimization.
Conclusions and Future Studies
In this paper, in order to fully play the respective advantages of nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) algorithm and the algorithms with a two-stage optimization scheme and to overcome the disadvantages of them, we developed a bee evolutionary guiding nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II (BEG-NSGA-II) for solving the multiobjective flexible job-shop scheduling problem with the optimization objectives of minimizing the maximal completion time, the workload of the most loaded machine, and the total workload of all machines. A two-stage optimization mechanism is constructed in the optimization process. In the first stage, the NSGA-II algorithm with iteration times is first used to obtain the initial population which consists of three parts changing with the iteration times. In this stage, an effective local search operator is invented to extensively exploit the solution space. In the second stage, the NSGA-II algorithm with GEN iteration times is used to obtain the Pareto-optimal solutions, in which an updating mechanism and some useful genetic operators were employed to enhance the searching ability and avoid the premature convergence. From the simulation results, we can get the conclusions that our proposed algorithm BEG-NSGA-II could obtain more different Pareto-optimal solutions for most benchmarks of MO-FJSP with less computation time. Hence, it could provide more schemes for the production managers to choose when they make scheduling decisions. This proposed computational intelligence method (BEG-NSGA-II) could be widely used in flexible job-shop scheduling problems, especially the multiobjective optimization problems in scheduling filed.
In the future, we will concentrate on the dynamic and real-time scheduling problems which possibly include newly inserted jobs during the production process. Meanwhile, the redistribution of job operations and machine breakdowns may also be taken into consideration. 
